
Conscious Discipline

1) Pause. Catch yourself. A pause is the gateway to your conscious best brain
that has reason and emotional regulation. If you’re not in your conscious brain,
emotion and habit are in charge. Pause and remember that kids have immature
brains so they have immature behavior. Catch yourself in the unrealistic
expectation that they will "behave" all day. Catch yourself when you start losing
your reason and emotional regulation.  In this way, we  keep maturing ourselves.

2) Calm yourself and your child
In high emotion, brain function is diminished. So your best self and your child's
best self - are in a calm state of mind. Emotional regulation is a lifelong
challenge, a skill to strengthen. It's still hard for us! So don't make being
emotional a crisis, and don't make calming down a punishment. Kids don't
have to calm down alone or on the count 1-2-3. They will learn the skill over
time with our help & our role modeling.

3) Connect to the child not the problem. See the child you love. Simply pause
for a few seconds and be with him as if he’s in a boat and you just got in with him
saying, “I’m here with you. I’m your caring guide.” This is not condoning or
indulging behavior. It’s simply connecting first; it's engaging the bond by which
the child will best be able to trust us and  follow us.

4) Teach the rule (as the child will say it to himself one day) like:
Cooperation helps everyone.   Be kind.  Work before play.   School is important.

We need some order to be our best selves.  We keep ourselves safe.   We need sleep.

5) Solve the problem by guiding problem-solving and deciding responsibility
now or the next time. It might be that the child cleans up a mess or does his
homework while you supervise. It might be that a 'tween can't stay home alone
or have a device in their room all night. Your child might not understand and be
upset. Don't let their upset cause you to become upset. This makes the child
the leader and the relationship is backwards! A child can best follow a calm,
firm, caring leader.  We must role model the behavior we want the child to have.
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1.  Pause. Catch myself  in high emotion or expectations.
Notice my emotions and unrealistic expectations rising.

2. Calm myself and my child.
I calm myself as the  leader and help my child calm down.

3. Connect with the child, not the problem.
Be quiet and just be with my child for a few moments.
Ask “What’s going on / What happened?/ How are you?
Then listen to my child’s experience and feelings.

4. Teach (what I want my child to say to himself one day).
Cooperation helps everyone.   Be kind. Work before play.
We need order to be our best.   We keep ourselves  safe.
Self-control is hard and it's important. School is important.

5. Solve the problem and assign responsibility.
Say what you see: I see chores not done.
Invite problem-solving: What happened? What will help?
Decide responsibility: I’ll remind you then check back.
Direct, don't demand: Do the chore now or a�er dinner.

I am the role model & leader by being calm, firm, and caring.
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